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Provide a great experience for  your staff and Customers 

Let our 17 years of  experience at helping over 

5,000 tournaments work for you, we provide the 

expertise to help you create a great day.  
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Hole-In-One Canada, Services…… 

 “Manage your player lists”, Event website with on-line 

signup and payments ,build a golf tournament website, 

collect player registration fees, and more. 

 Hole-In-One programs (Supreme, Gold, Silver and 

Bronze) or customized, course selection 

 Ensure quality control and supervision of our programs 

with our hosts/hostesses. 

 We assist tournament organizers by formatting the 

prize structure of the par 3’s (emailing organizers the 

program format specific to your course) 

 Distributing prizes for individual winners (Create a 

great golf experience) 

 Every Golfer wins something 

Programs as low as $750.00 
Contests, Prizes 
Insurance for Cars on site 
Signs 
Prize Tables 
Speakers 
Course Selection 

Provide a Day they will 
Remember 
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Bronze                    Starts at $750 
Hole In One Host/Greeter 
Westjet Fly anywhere Hole in One Prize 
Land on the Green Prize 
Drop Sheet Prizes, GPS, Sunglasses 
Closest to the Pin 
 

Silver                                      Starts at $1300.00 
Coverage on two Holes 
2 Hosts/Greeters 
 Land on the Green Prize 
Hole In One Prize Golf Trip for 2 to Ireland 
Westjet Fly anywhere Hole in One Prize 
4 Drop Sheet Prizes 
Closest to the Pin 

 
Gold                                     Starts at $1,600 
Coverage on three Holes 
3 Hosts/Greeters 
Same prizes as Silver, on each hole 
additional Hole in One Trip &  Broil King BBQ 
 

Platinum                                                      Starts at $2,200 
Coverage on four Holes 
4 Hosts/Greeters 
Same prizes as Gold, on each hole 
with additional Hole in One Trip &  $20,000 cash 
 
Let us build a tournament to remember with cars on site, cash prizes, trips and we can use 
any theme you desire. 
 
 
Every Golfer also receives, Canada Wonderland $18 discount coupon, and other coupons 
and give aways  based on geography and sponsors 

 
 
 
 

Programs 



         Hole-In-One Canada 
  Partners 

Hole-In-One Canada 
Caledon East, On L7K 0P6 
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Putter Grips 


